GX-2003
High Speed Floor Finish

FEATURES
• Does not require daily burnishing
• Applies clear and will not darken
• Responds instantly to burnishing

BENEFITS
• Low UHS maintenance cost
• Enhances light-colored flooring
• Keeps the “wet look”

RECOMMENDED USES
High durability UHS floor finish for resilient flooring.

SPECIFICATIONS
Color: White
Scent/Odor: Ammonia
Character: Opaque, non-viscous liquid
pH use dilution: 8.3-9.3
Phosphorus content: 0.1%
Solids: 18%

IMPORTANT
Read and understand the label and Safety Data Sheet (SDS). These provide a description of hazards, precautions, personal protective equipment, first aid, 24 Hour Emergency lines, storage data and other safe handling information. The SDS is provided with each container shipped. It is also available on our website or from the distributor.

PRODUCT DIRECTIONS
EQUIPMENT TO USE: Appropriate stripping chemicals and equipment, dust mop, clean mop, mop bucket, deep scrubbing equipment, wet floor signs.

DIRECTIONS: 1. Remove all old finish using a recommended stripper according to label directions. If floor is new, be sure to remove the “factory” finish. 2. Apply GX-2003 in uniform medium coats. Apply additional coats until desired gloss is obtained. Buffing immediately after application is not necessary. 3. Allow 45 minutes drying time between coats.

NOTE: For improved, long-lasting protection of floor, you may wish to use GENESIS GX-2000 base coat as part of your maintenance system. This will allow selective stripping of finish top coat without removal of the protective GX-2000 base coat. Refer to GX-2000 label for complete directions.

MAINTENANCE: 1. Dust mop or sweep as necessary. The more often you do this, the longer any finish will last. 2. Damp mop or automatic scrub daily using a neutral cleaner or other suitable cleaner. 3. After cleaning, burnish floor as needed to maintain “wet look” gloss using propane, battery, or electric ultra high speed buffing equipment. Buff only with ultra high speed buffing pads. 4. At least once per week, deep scrub floor using a blue or green pad and mop apply GX-2003 diluted 1:4 with cool water to maintain/enhance floor appearance. Allow GX-2003 to thoroughly dry. Burnish floor after drying to maximize appearance. Frequency of burnishing and use of GX-2003 will depend on floor traffic conditions.

REMOVAL: 1. When stripping becomes necessary, use a recommended stripper according to label directions.

PRECAUTIONS: Not recommended for use on concrete, unsealed terrazzo or other non-resilient floors.

PACKAGING
This product is available in 4/1 gallon cases (065380) and 5 gallon bag-in-box (073874).